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Preface 
The	Heart	of	Hope	approach	was	developed	by	the	Center	for	Restorative	Justice	at	
Suffolk University through the creative and thoughtful work of Carolyn Boyes Watson 
and	Kay	Pranis.	The	Department	of	Children	and	Families	supported	the	development	of	
The	Heart	of	Hope	approach	through	a	grant	from	the	Department	of	Public	Health.		

As the Commonwealth’s child welfare agency, the Department of Children and Families 
is charged with intervening and helping vulnerable children and families and this brings 
social	workers	into	the	complex	lives	of	adolescents.		Over	and	over	again,	the	researchers	
and evaluators in the field of child welfare social work have stressed the central 
importance of positive relationships between social workers and the families whom they 
serve. In fact, the quality of the relationships that children and caregivers have with 
helping professionals is the most significant factor in predicting the family’s long term 
success.	Research	has	simply	documented	what	we,	as	professionals	helping	families,	have	
understood intuitively all along. 

With the science and our hearts in agreement about the value of strong, positive working 
relationships, the question becomes, “how do we promote these relationships?” It is 
one thing to talk about the power of relationship and quite another to strategize our 
actions, our engagement, our assessments and our planning into a process which actually 
builds	relationship.	This	is	confounded	further	in	situations	where	our	efforts	are	met	by	
families	and	children	who	are	frightened,	suspicious,	and	mistrustful.	The	challenges	of	
relationship	building	are	particularly	vexing	in	our	efforts	to	engage	with	adolescents.	The	
developmental processes of adolescence are marked by emotional waves of uncertainty, a 
profound struggle to appreciate the impact of behavior, and a search for safe spaces to “fit 
in”.	Even	under	the	best,	most	supportive	circumstances,	the	transition	from	childhood	to	
adulthood	is	a	complex	and	perplexing	time	of	life.	

The	Heart	of	Hope	approach	described	in	this	Guidebook	is	a	wonderful	resource	for	
social workers striving to building relationships with adolescents. As a collection of 
tools	for	engagement,	dialogue	and	inquiry,	the	Heart	of	Hope	Guidebook	is	a	direct	
practice approach to connecting with adolescents in ways which increase their emotional 
awareness, their understanding of healthy relationships, and empowers them to be leaders 
in their own lives. 

  
John M. Vogel, MSW, LCSW

Associate Director
Massachusetts Child Welfare Institute
Department of Children and Families
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Introduction
This	resource	guide	is	designed	for	practitioners	who	work	with	youth,	young	adults,	
and their families within social services, violence/pregnancy prevention, education, and 
positive	youth	development	programs.	It	offers	a	flexible	set	of	tools	that	can	be	applied	
to a range of settings and for a variety of purposes. We believe that any caring and 
responsible individual can learn to use these practices safely, creatively, and effectively:
  
  • the peacemaking circle; 
  • the practice of mindfulness/meditation; and 
  • exercises and concepts derived from Power Source, an    
   emotional awareness/emotional literacy program for at-risk
   youth and young adults . 

The	peacemaking	circle	is	the	core	practice	of	the	guide.	In	the	HOH,	the	peacemaking	
circle provides the environment where participants develop emotional awareness and 
emotional literacy and learn to practice mindfulness. Users learn how to plan, create, and 
facilitate	the	peacemaking	circle	as	a	safe	place	for	shared	dialogue.	The	resource	guide	
provides	50	step-by-step	model	circles.	Each	model	circle	offers	activities	for	building	
and deepening relationships as well as for developing emotional awareness and emotional 
literacy.	It	also	includes	easy-to-use	exercises	in	breathing,	simple	yoga,	and	meditation.	

How and Where Might It Be Used?

As	a	foundational	approach,	the	HOH	has	broad	applications	within	adolescent	services,	
child	welfare,	education,	and	all	kinds	of	prevention	programs.	The	project	began	with	a	
request by the Massachusetts Department of Public Heath and Department of Children 
and Families to develop a pregnancy prevention curriculum for male youth of color. 

Our	approach	has	been	to	offer	a	methodology	that	addresses	the	underlying	emotional	
and developmental needs that support healthy behavior for all youth and young adults. If 
we	want	young	men	of	color	to	make	safe	and	responsible	sexual	choices,	we	believe	they	
must understand who they really are and why they feel and act as they do.  

They	must	have	a	vision	for	what	they	want	their	future	to	be.	They	must	also	be	able	
to acknowledge and understand their emotional pain, recognize the genuine obstacles 
that have impeded their growth, and then learn skills to manage those obstacles that will 
continue to challenge them in the future. 
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This	is	true	for	young	men	and	women	from	any	background.	As	a	society,	we	face	a	
crisis within our social institutions for raising healthy children and supporting healthy 
adulthood. Becoming a well functioning adult with the capacity for self-care is an 
outcome of being well cared for by others. Children and youth who are raised without 
strong parental and adult support and who continue to be impacted by poverty, violence, 
racism, and other sources of disruption and dysfunction have a tremendous need for 
relationships	with	reliable	and	caring	adults.	These	young	people	need	the	guidance,	
support, recognition, and love that caring adults can give them. 

While it is important to provide young people with information for making healthy 
choices, education alone is rarely sufficient to influence behavior. Facts and figures about 
the likely consequences of choices often appear to have little impact on youths’ behavior. 
We believe this is not because youth are refusing to listen or failing to understand. 
Rather,	it	is	because	the	behavior	they	choose	reflects	an	emotionally	compelling	logic.	
Despite the objectively self-defeating consequences of their choices, at-risk behavior 
(sexual	and	otherwise)	is	often	a	meaningful	effort	to	meet	legitimate	psychological	and	
developmental needs. 

The	approach	here	is	to	engage	youth	in	a	relational	journey	of	self-awareness.	Our	goal	is	
to help them recognize and seek healthy alternatives for meeting their needs. We believe 
that, from a healthy foundation, youth will make healthy choices. We trust that the inner 
wisdom of youth and the adults around them will emerge if these relational strengths and 
skills are nurtured.

We believe that this resource guide has broad application within social services, public 
education,	and	prevention	programming.	The	core	practices	taught	within	this	curriculum	
are the essential building blocks for creating healthy relationships and are beneficial 
for	both	youth	and	adults.	These	practices	are	easily	learned	and	taught.	Circles	can	
be adapted for use within a classroom, home visit, family conference, staff meeting, or 
wherever programming takes place. Anyone can learn to practice deep belly breathing 
or other simple meditation techniques that reduce stress, cost nothing, require no 
special equipment, and can be used anywhere at anytime. Becoming aware of one’s own 
emotions, the emotions of others, and how each impacts the other is widely recognized to 
be a critical interpersonal skill for a successful life both personally and professionally. 

We encourage users to view this resource guide and the model circles somewhat like 
recipes in a cookbook. Choose the ones that appeal both to you and to those with whom 
you will be sharing the circle. You are ultimately the judge of what makes sense for 
yourself and your group. We also recognize that it is possible to substitute one ingredient 
for another, so we encourage users to be creative in adapting specific activities to meet 

The approach here is 
to engage youth in a 
relational journey of 

self-awareness .
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your	needs.	At	the	same	time,	not	all	elements	are	expendable.	Just	as	oven	temperature	
and cooking time are critical to the success of any recipe, we are clear about what is 
important not to change.

Theoretical Foundations for the HOH Resource Guide

This	guide	draws	on	four	distinct	but	interrelated	theoretical	foundations.	The	first	is	the	
profound understanding of our emotional and social development as human beings. We 
focus on emotional awareness and emotional literacy, because the developmental journey 
to a healthy self is a relational one. In early childhood, healthy development depends on 
a solid sense of a secure attachment to specific caretakers. For adolescents, emotional 
connection with others is just as important as it is for the young child. We become who 
we really are through our relationships with others. 

Honing	our	EQ	or	emotional	intelligence	is	an	essential	competence	for	leading	a	
successful	life	and	finding	our	way	together	as	a	community.	Emotions	play	an	essential	
role in the reasoning process. As a critical part of our intelligence, emotions guide 
us	towards	wise	decisions.	Emotional	awareness	and	emotional	literacy	emerge	from	
the process of engaging with our subjective self and opening it to awareness, self-
management,	and	conscious	choice.	The	purpose	of	this	resource	guide	is	to	build	caring	
relationships	that	engage	youth.	Its	method	is	to	help	youth	explore	their	emotional	
and spiritual self within the peacemaking circle, since the circle environment is uniquely 
designed to create emotional safety.

The	practice	of	mindfulness	is	the	second	foundation	that	helps	us	fully	develop	as	
human	beings.	Like	physical	exercise,	mindfulness	helps	us	learn	from	the	wisdom	of	
our bodies apart from the often distracting and ephemeral concerns of everyday life. 
While still new to Western society, mindfulness is a highly practical method of self-care. 
It	helps	us	gain	greater	clarity	about	our	thoughts	and	feelings.	Physical	exercise,	sport,	
dancing,	and	music	are	other	forms	of	knowledge	and	expression	that	our	highly	verbal	
and	mental	culture	tends	to	overlook.	By	practicing	mindfulness	and	relaxation,	youth	
develop avenues for personal change other than the conscious intellect. At the same 
time,	they	learn	healthy	ways	to	calm	the	body	in	the	face	of	stress.	They	gain	emotional	
self-management options other than turning to drugs, food, television, or other less 
constructive ways to manage intense emotions. 

The	third	foundation	is	the	practice	of	peacemaking	circles.	This	indigenous	process	is	also	
new to Western culture, but it has roots in most human societies. It offers a simple but 
profound method for creating deeper, more meaningful relationships with one another. 
The	circle	is	a	process	for	tapping	into	the	potency	of	shared	values	and	vision.	

Readers interested in a 
full discussion of these 

theoretical foundations 
can turn to the Appendix .
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The	peacemaking	circle	is,	above	all,	a	place	for	building	relationships.	It	is	a	space	where	
participants	can	connect	with	each	other.	This	connectedness	includes	not	only	the	bond	
with the facilitator or youth worker, (teacher, counselor etc.) but also with the other 
participants.	The	circle	can	help	strengthen	a	family	by	giving	its	members	a	chance	to	
appreciate their own resources. It can also help shift a peer culture in a positive direction 
by creating the opportunity for young people to be a source of support and wisdom for 
one	another.	The	peacemaking	circle	is	a	place	to	acquire	lifelong	skills	and	habits	for	
forming healthy relationships not only inside the circle but outside it as well. 

The	last	foundation	is	a	perspective	that	has	developed	within	child	welfare	known	as	
family empowerment. We see this guide as a family centered, strength-based approach. 
We recognize the need for state agencies and professionals to partner with families 
and	communities	in	a	spirit	of	mutual	responsibility	and	deep	respect.	Raising	healthy	
children is a sacred and creative endeavor, and we desperately need to find ways to take 
better care of our children and ourselves as adults. 

The	challenge	of	family-centered	social	services	is	to	balance	what	is	necessary	to	keep	
children safe on one hand with the goal of strengthening families and communities on 
the	other.	The	HOH	resource	guide	takes	the	view	that,	to	promote	the	values	of	caring	
and mutual respect, these values must be put into practice within the intervention itself. 
Much harm is created through relationships of domination and control. It is essential, 
then,	that	healing	processes	operate	with	values	of	inclusion	and	respect.	The	intention	
is to offset the necessary power of the state to remove children from homes when their 
safety is at risk. Transparent and shared decision-making through equal dialogue among 
all parties can bring a healing, restorative balance to such times of inevitable trauma for 
the child.  

Overview

This	guide	has	three	parts.	This	first	part	lays	out	our	theoretical	foundations	and	the	core	
assumptions	of	the	guide.	Readers	interested	in	a	more	elaborated	discussion	of	these	
theoretical	foundations	may	turn	to	the	Appendix.	The	section	entitled	“What	We	Believe	
to be True” provides facilitators with a clear understanding of our underlying assumptions. 
These	beliefs	are	reflected	in	the	content	of	the	guide.	

Why	explain	our	core	assumptions?	Because	what	we	believe	shapes	what	we	see.	We	
illustrate this simple truth with a familiar optical illusion, a picture of a vase. If we tell 
people it is a picture of vase, they will see the vase. If we tell them it is a picture of two 
faces,	they	will	see	that.	Our	assumption	about	what	is	there	shapes	what	we	see.	It	is	

The peacemaking circle 
is, above all, a place for 

building relationships .
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important	for	facilitators	to	know	our	assumptions	and	for	them	to	examine	their	own	
assumptions in order to make the best use of this resource guide. 

The	next	section	is	entitled	“Practices.”	The	model	circles	in	this	section	focus	on	helping	
participants	develop	a	basic	use	of	the	circle,	meditation,	and	core	exercises	in	emotional	
awareness.	Later	circles	explore	more	challenging	themes	and	topics	using	the	basic	skills	
practiced here. We recommend that facilitators begin working with the model circles in 
the “Practices” section until they feel comfortable drawing on this material when they go 
on to use the model circles presented in “Applications.”

“Learning the Peacemaking Circle” provides step-by-step instructions on how to 
design	and	facilitate	peacemaking	circles.	This	is	the	most	important	instructional	part	
of the resource guide. While it is ideal for a user to attend training in the practice of 
peacemaking	circles,	we	believe	that	users	should	be	able	to	facilitate	circles.	We	explain	
each	of	the	elements	needed	to	construct	the	circle:	openings	and	closings;	centerpieces;	
check-ins;	guidelines;	talking	pieces;	guiding	questions;	and	the	role	of	the	keeper.	We	
outline the general flow of the circle and the order of activities within the circle. While 
we clearly differentiate the circle format from a “group” session, we also show how to 
incorporate all kinds of traditional group activities, such as art, journal writing, and 
physical activities, into the flow of a circle. 
 
In the first module, we provide seven model circles for doing introductory circles 
with	a	group.	Each	model	circle	offers	a	step-by-step	guide	for	that	particular	circle.	
We	encourage	users	to	mix	and	match	from	the	model	circles.	We	also	urge	users	to	
incorporate their own ideas and rituals into the circle process, so that it feels comfortable 
to	them	and	to	the	people	in	the	circle.	The	appendix	of	this	resource	guide	provides	
additional resource materials for constructing a circle, including a compendium of 
openings and closings and a directory of useful guiding questions organized by theme or 
topic. 

The	second	module,	“Developing	Emotional	Literacy	and	Mindfulness,”	presents	model	
circles that help participants develop emotional awareness, emotional literacy, and 
mindfulness.	Here,	we	present	seven	model	circles	that	incorporate	activities,	exercises,	
and	topics	from	the	Power	Source	program.	Model	circles	in	this	module	offer	exercises	
designed	to	explore	the	concept	of	the	“core	self,”	the	practice	of	simple	meditation,	and	
several	“beginner”	exercises	for	emotional	awareness	and	emotional	literacy.	
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After “Foundations” and “Practices,” the third main part of the resource guide is 
“Applications.”	Here,	we	apply	the	practices	of	circle	and	emotional	awareness	to	complex	
and	challenging	issues.	The	third	module,	“Dealing	with	Life’s	Unfairness,”	offers	eight	
model	circles	that	explore	the	issue	of	trauma	and	how	it	may	affect	our	lives.	It	begins	
with model circles that help participants understand basic human needs and the feelings 
that arise when these needs are denied or neglected. Model circles are designed to help 
participants gain awareness about the ways in which their behavior or the behavior of 
others may reflect a response to unacknowledged trauma. We offer model circles that help 
participants identify sources of support in their lives and their own patterns of resilience. 
We also offer model circles that open spaces for grieving and sharing stories. 

The	model	circles	presented	in	module	4,	“Dealing	with	Society’s	Unfairness,”	are	
designed	to	explore	the	impact	of	racism,	sexism,	and	profound	social	inequality.	These	
are powerful forces that affect the lives of young people and their families. We provide 
four	model	circles	to	help	participants	examine	and	talk	about	race,	gender	inequality,	and	
the	issues	of	poverty	and	class.	The	model	circles	focus	on	raising	awareness	about	the	
emotional impact of these “isms”: how they may have influenced our behavior in the past 
and how we might choose to respond to these difficult realities in healthy ways now. 
 
Module	5,	“Building	Healthy	Relationships,”	presents	twelve	model	circles	that	help	
young people become aware of what healthy relationships are and how to build them in 
their lives. Healthy relationships include healthy friendships, healthy family and work 
relationships,	and	healthy	sexual	relationships.	Because	we	tend	to	treat	others	as	we	treat	
ourselves, healthy relationships begin with a healthy connection to one’s self. We begin 
with	model	circles	that	explore	patterns	of	self-love	and	self-care.	What	are	the	messages	
we give to ourselves? How do we treat ourselves—mentally, physically, emotionally, 
and spiritually? We offer model circles to learn effective patterns of communication 
by	identifying	one’s	own	needs	and	expressing	them	clearly	and	model	circles	to	
explore	the	issue	of	sexuality,	intimacy,	and	reproductive	choices.	We	also	offer	ways	to	
practice	effective	communication	over	difficult	issues	related	to	sexuality,	intimacy,	and	
reproduction.

The	model	circles	in	module	6	are	designed	to	help	social	workers	develop	positive	
relationships with their clients. “Building Healthy Partnerships between Families and 
Systems” offers model circles to help social workers and families focus on the strengths 
and assets within the family. We also offer three model circles that help social workers 
and	families	explore	the	“Family	Support	Principles”	embraced	by	the	Massachusetts	
Department of Children and Families and work together toward making those ideals a 
reality within the partnership. 
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In addition, we offer two model circles based on the “Signs of Safety” approach developed 
by Andrew Turnell in Australia and now practiced in Massachusetts, Minnesota, and 
elsewhere in the U.S. Signs of Safety is a method for conducting assessment and check-
in with families that we believe is aligned with the practice of circles and the philosophy 
of	family	empowerment.	Our	final	model	circle,	“Staff	Support	Circle,”	promotes	team-
building for staff working in the social services. 

Module 7, “Moving Forward with Hope,” focuses participants on the future. Learning to 
practice emotional awareness and emotional literacy is about being able to direct ourselves 
towards having a full and satisfying life in good relationship with others. Learning to do 
this is all about practice. 

These	circles	show	how	to	use	these	practices—the	knowledge	and	skills	shared	in	this	
resource	guide—to	help	shape	a	future	we	desire.	Our	hope	is	that	these	skills	become	
lifelong habits for individuals and families and will empower them to be leaders in their 
own lives. We offer model circles designed to teach these practices, so young people and 
families can continue to use them on their own. We also offer model circles for creating 
a	vision	for	oneself	and	one’s	community	as	a	lifelong	strategy.	This	visioning	practice	can	
sustain youth in building a good and healthy life. 

A Word about Facilitation

The	sample	circles	provided	in	this	guide	are	forms	of	talking	circles.	Circles	can	also	
be	used	for	conflict	resolution	and	decision-making.	These	circles	are	more	complex	
processes, because they must use the process to come to consensus. While it is possible to 
keep a talking circle without in-depth training, we recommend formal training as a keeper 
to facilitate restorative justice circles, conflict circles, and decision making circles. 

A Word about Power Source

We	have	incorporated	basic	concepts	and	exercises	from	the	Power	Source	curriculum	
into	this	resource	guide.	The	full	Power	Source	curriculum	offers	a	rich	resource	of	
techniques and strategies for anger management, conflict resolution, impulse control, 
healing from trauma, victim awareness, and offender responsibility. Power Source 
Parenting is an additional curriculum designed to help young parents cope with the 
challenges of raising healthy children. Both books are written for young people to read for 
themselves. In addition, the Lionheart Foundation publishes a Power Source Facilitators 
Manual and a Power Source Video Series for facilitating groups. We highly recommend 
users	explore	the	full	curriculum	of	both	Power	Source:	Taking	Charge	of	Your	Life	and	

Our hope is that these 
skills become lifelong 
habits for individuals 
and families and will 

empower them to be 
leaders in their own 

lives .
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Power	Source	Parenting:	Growing	Up	Strong	and	Raising	Healthy	Kids	by	visiting:

	 The	Lionheart	Foundation
         www.lionheart.org
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that we believe to be true about human nature and our relationships to the world. It 
is important to be aware of one’s core assumptions because what we believe to be true 

another look. Can you also see the image of two white faces? Both images are there, but 

about what is there shapes what you see!

world. We invite each person who uses this guide to reflect on these assumptions as well 

When you look at 
this image, 
what do you see?

Core Assumptions
  or What We Believe to Be True
Core Assumptions
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1We believe that everyone has a self that is good, wise, powerful, 
and always there, always present. In this resource guide, we refer 
to	this	as	the	“core”	or	“true”	self.	The	core	self	is	in	everyone.	It	is	
in	you,	young	people,	and	the	families	you	work	with.	The	nature	
of	the	core	self	is	wise,	kind,	just,	good,	and	powerful.	The	core	
self cannot be destroyed. No matter what someone has done in 
the past and no matter what has happened to him or her in the 
past, the core self remains as good, wise, and powerful as the day 
they were born. 

This	model	of	the	self	distinguishes	between	doing	and	being.	
What we do is not the whole of who we are. We often get 
confused about this. We mistake the roles we play or the 
emotions we feel with our core self. But how we behave or feel 
is	the	not	the	same	as	who	we	are.	Our	core	selves	may	not	
always be reflected in our actions or feelings. Beneath the acts 
and masks we humans adopt is a deeper healthier self. Helping 
people tune into the goodness and wisdom of their core self is 
the first step toward realigning their behavior in the world with 
this deeper self. 

To use a metaphor, the outer shell of the oyster is rough, mottled 
with lots of bumps and crevices. Some might say that it is ugly. 
Yet inside, at the center, is a magnificent, smooth, infinitely 
beautiful	pearl.	This	is	how	we	think	of	the	core	self.

in Everyone Is 
True SelfThe

Good,	Wise,	
	 	 &	Powerful…
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2According to chaos theory, when a butterfly 
flaps its wings in South America, the wind 
changes	in	North	America.	This	points	to	the	
interconnectedness of natural forces around 
the globe. Climate change is another visible 
reminder of interconnectedness within nature. 
We may not always be aware of the impact 
of our actions on our environment, but we 
must eventually realize that our actions have 
consequences.	American	folk	wisdom	expresses	
the same idea in the common phrase, “What 
goes	around,	comes	around.”	The	Bible,	too,	says,	
“As ye sow, so shall ye reap.”

In our human relationships, we are every bit 
as profoundly interconnected. When Native 
peoples say, “we are all related,” they mean that 

human beings are related to all living creatures 
and all of the natural world. Traditional African 
society	uses	the	term	“ubuntu”	to	express	the	idea	
that each of us is fundamentally a part of the 
whole. It means: “I am because we are.”

We believe that this principle reminds us 
that there are no throw-away kids or people. 
We cannot drop out, kick out, or get rid of 
anything without literally throwing away a part 
of	ourselves.	By	excluding	someone,	we	harm	
ourselves and the fabric of our community. 
Because we are connected, what we do to 
others, we do to ourselves, although we may 
not always realize that this is happening. Many 
wisdom traditions counsel us to act with this 
understanding in mind. Buddha said,

   Profoundly  
Interconnected…

A human being is part of the whole 
called by us “universe.” We experience 
ourselves, our thoughts and feelings, 
as separated from the rest—a kind of 
optical illusion of our consciousness. 
Our task must be to free ourselves 
from this prison by widening our circle 
of compassion to embrace all living 
creatures and the whole of nature.

— Albert Einstein

Do not overlook negative actions merely because they are small; 
however small a spark may be, it can burn down a haystack as big as a 
mountain … Do not overlook tiny good actions, thinking they are of no 

benefit; even tiny drops of water in the end will fill a huge vessel.

The World Is 
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There is much suffering 
in the world—physical, 
material, mental…But 
the greatest suffering 
is being lonely, feeling 
unloved, having no one. 
I have come more and 
more to realize that it is 
being unwanted that is 
the worst disease that any 
human being can ever 
experience.

  — Mother Teresa3
We believe that all people want to love and be 
loved and that all people want to be respected. 
This	may	not	be	what	they	show	in	their	
behavior particularly when they have not been 
loved and respected by others. But at our core, 
we all desire to be in good relationship with 
others. 

We must stop thinking of human nature as a 
problem. As Margaret Wheatley says, human 
nature is the blessing, not the problem. In our 
culture, we have a tendency to focus on the bad 
sides of human conduct. While human greed, 
anger, fear, and envy are real and the source 
of a great deal of suffering to other human 
beings, this is only half of the human story. 
In our culture today, we have a great need to 
remember the overwhelming fact of human 
goodness.

have a Deep Desire
Good	Relationship…

All Human Beings

to be in a

Heart of Hope Resource Guide - Seven Core Assumptions
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4
According to some Indigenous teachings, each child is 
born	with	four	unique	gifts	from	Mother	Earth.	It	is	the	
responsibility of the adults to recognize these four unique 
gifts and to help the youth cultivate them, so the child may 
grow up to realize his or her individual purpose in life and 
use the gifts to help others. 

We believe that, in human societies, all gifts are 
indispensable to the well-being of the whole. Within 
nature, diversity is the source of strength. Interdependence 
is	essential	for	survival.	It	is	the	way	of	nature.	Every	cell	in	
our body is differentiated to perform a specialized function 
that	contributes	to	the	whole.	This	is	as	true	for	families	as	
it is for organizations. Different people are needed because 
different people see and do things differently. We require 
the contribution of diverse talents, personalities, and 
perspectives to find creative and innovative solutions to 
meeting our needs. It takes a sense of humility—realizing 
that each of us alone does not have all the answers—and a 
sense of gratitude for us to be open to the gifts that others 
bring.

for What They Bring…
Everyone	Is	Needed

Humans	Have	Gifts
All

Heart of Hope Resource Guide - Seven Core Assumptions
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Is	Already	Here…

This	resource	guide	is	a	strength-based	model.	We	believe	that	everything	we	need	to	make	positive	
change is already here, because human creativity and human commitment are our greatest treasure 
and greatest hope. A deficit model identifies what is missing in order to create change. It is easy to 
slip into believing that the resources we need to meet our common needs as human beings are scarce 
and dwindling. But we believe that what we assume to be a lack of resources is often a question of 
values and priorities.   

We believe our communities hold rich reservoirs of talent and wisdom that are waiting to be ac-
cessed. If we fail to see ourselves as creators of the world, we deny our power to change it. We need 
to learn how to tap into the wisdom and creative energy of all our human resources. By doing so, 
we can liberate the potential of our collective will to create the world we desire. We are the ones we 
have been waiting for.  

Gather Yourselves. 

Banish the word struggle from your vocabulary. 

All that we do now must be done in a sacred manner and in celebration.

We are the ones we have been waiting for.

       — Hopi Elders, 2001

Everything
We Need to Make Positive Change
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6In	the	English	language,	the	words	“health”	and	
“whole”	come	from	the	same	root.	Our	minds,	
bodies, emotions, and spirits are in all that we do. 
These	are	equally	important	parts	of	us	as	human	
beings, and each provides ways of knowing and 
sources of both wisdom and healing. In this guide, 
we draw on all parts of ourselves: our intellect, 
emotions, spirit, and body through art, storytelling, 
music, and movement. 

This	is	why	it	does	not	make	sense	to	us	to	write	
a curriculum with a narrow focus on pregnancy 
prevention	for	male	youth	of	color.	Sexuality	is	an	
integral part of who we are as human beings in the 
world. We should neither ignore it nor treat it as 
a separate aspect of our relationships with others. 
When we develop healthy relationships, we also 
develop	healthy	sexuality.	

Nor should we isolate different groups within our 
society based on age, race, or social class. It is true 
that young men of color face unique pressures 
and challenges different from women and from 
those who are white and/or socially privileged. But 
these	challenges	arise	within	the	context	of	our	
interconnectedness. 
We	can	no	more	separate	our	sexuality	from	the	
rest of ourselves than we can treat young men of 
color as if they are disconnected from their mothers, 
sisters, cousins, and girlfriends. And we also cannot 
disconnect young men of color from the dominant 
white society, which has allocated privilege and 
constructed difference based on skin color.

Human Beings are

Holistic…
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7
We believe we need practices that help us connect with our core self, so we can live 
aligned with our values and build healthy relationships in families and communities 
on that basis. Many of our current practices reinforce the walls around the core self 
and increase our sense of disconnection from our self and others. We are encouraged 
to assert power over others and to be fearful and distrustful of the wolves that lurk 
within. We have developed habits of closing our hearts and minds to the pain and 
suffering	of	others	as	well	as	to	ourselves.	The	next	section	on	“Practices”	offers	many	
time-tested	means	to	reconnect	with	our	healthy	core	self.	The	peacemaking	circle,	
mindfulness	training,	and	emotional	literacy	exercises	all	introduce	practices	that	
help feed “the good wolf ” in all of us. 

A Grandfather from the Cherokee nation was talking to his grandson.
“A fight is going on inside me,” he tells the boy.
It is a terrible fight between two wolves.
One wolf is evil and ugly. 
He is anger, envy, war, greed, self-pity, sorrow, regret, guilt, resentment, 
inferiority, lies, false pride, superiority, selfishness, and arrogance.
The other wolf is beautiful and good: he is friendly, joyful, peaceful, loving, 
hopeful, serene, humble, kind, just, and compassionate.
This same fight is going on inside of you and inside of every human being.
“But Grandfather!” cries the grandson, “which wolf will win?”
The elder looked at his grandson, “The one you feed.”

We Need 
Practices to Build Habits

Core	Self…
of Living from the




